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Introduction
Aboriginal and treaty rights have been the subjects of litigation since the 19th
century in Canada and United States.1 Both countries also have tried alternative ways
of resolving these claims, most notably claims commissions, albeit the courts still
play the dominant role. In the United States, American Indian groups also petition
the federal government, mostly through the Federal Acknowledgment Program
[FAP], for recognition as tribes in order to become eligible for the political, social and
economic benefits that flow from federal acknowledgement.2 Regardless of the
venue that native groups have used/are using, they, other parties to their disputes, and
the public at large, have complained and are complaining that petitions are not dealt
with in a timely, cost-effective and transparent (fair and predictable) manner. For
example, Congress created the USICC in 1946 and expected it to deal in five years
with all of the historical grievances that American Indian tribes held against the
federal government. The commission operated for 32 years and its work was
incomplete when Congress abolished it in 1978. The remaining cases were
transferred to the Federal Court of Claims. History shows us that the problem with
resorting to the courts, however, is that trials of major claims have become evermore
lengthy and costly. In Canada for instance, initially claims trials lasted a few days at
most, but recently, some have taken more than a year of court days and have cost in
excess of $100 million.3 The adversarial nature of litigation often is cited as the cause
for drawn out trials.4 Indeed, critics of the USICC complained that it failed to dispose
of its cases in a timely fashion largely because operated like a court. The reasons
were that Indian tribes insisted on having the right to make presentations and
challenge those of the government and the Justice Department sought to minimize the
federal government’s liability. Also, the commissioners had looked to the Court of
Claims for their precedents.5
The more recent experience of the FAP suggests, however, that the timeconsuming decision-making that is characteristic of litigation and was a trait of the
USICC proceedings cannot simply be attributed to their adversarial nature. The
BIA’s Branch of Acknowledgement and Research [BAR], which administers the
FAP, operates more like an inquisitorial body than a North American court.
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Petitioners present written briefs to the BAR, whose staff members make proposed
findings. Their preliminary determinations are based on careful analyses of the
evidence petitioners submit and/or additional information that BAR researchers
collect. Before the Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs makes a final decision, third
parties are allowed to make interventions and the petitioners are given the opportunity
to reply to them. Although battles in hearing rooms or courtrooms are thus avoided,
critics fault the BAR for the glacial pace of its process. They point out that some
tribal groups have had to wait more than twenty years for their applications to be
completed.6 Various explanations have been offered for these delays. Most often
detractors say that BAR lacks sufficient staff to process applications7 and the period
for third-party interventions frequently is too drawn out.8 Whatever the reason,
delays in completing petitions have created a backlog of over two hundred cases.9
In addition to these problems of time and cost, Native and non-native critics of
claims resolution processes and the FAP complain that the outcomes are not
predictable. Frequently they assert that assessment procedures are inconsistent,
similar lines of evidence are treated differently from case to case, or certain lines of
evidence, most notably native oral histories and other non-textual records, are given
little weight.10
This leads us to a basic question. Why do these problems arise regardless of
the claims venue used? I believe that part of the answer lies in the nature of the
applied ethnohistorical research Aboriginal and Tribal claims require for their
resolution, the fundamental nature of the claims/FAP processes, and the diverse, often
conflicting character of ethnohistorical evidence. These are issues that I will explore.
Applied Ethnohistory and Claims
Australian legal scholar Alex Reilly has noted that the historiographies
generated by the scholarly community and the courts are fundamentally different
because they serve wholly dissimilar objectives.11 His observations would also apply
to claims commissions/tribunals and the FAP. Academic scholarship does not seek to
provide finality to historical interpretation. Rather, it is now widely, if not
universally, accepted that our perceptions of the past are linked to the present because
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they are socially constructed and connected to current concerns. An analysis of the
ethnohistorical literature regarding North American Aboriginal people makes this
clear. Succeeding generations of scholars deployed different theoretical and
methodological frameworks that have continually altered our understandings of
Native history. In this way, scholarship has helped to keep the Aboriginal past alive
in the academy and connected to its present interests.
Reilly points out that courts use history to bury the past rather than to
continually revisit it. This is because they use historical ‘evidence’ to resolve
disputes that arise from the contested past so that parties to litigation can move
forward. History was/is also used in this way by claims commissions and the FAP.
Given that adjudicators must provide resolutions in a timely fashion, they may have
to invent historical ‘facts’ for decision-making purposes. Supreme Court of Canada
Justice J. J. Binnie acknowledged this reality in Regina v. Marshall (1998), when he
responded to criticisms from the academy about the way trial judges used Native
history in their decisions.12 Binnie pointed out to these critics: ‘the law sees a finality
of interpretation of historical events where finality, according to the professional
historian, is not possible. The reality, of course, is that the courts are handed disputes
that require for their resolution the finding of certain historical facts. The litigating
parties cannot await the possibility of a stable academic consensus.’13 Petitioners to
claims commissions and the FAP also cannot wait indefinitely.
These dissimilar approaches to history have important implications for claims
resolution proceedings. Reilly points out that historical evidence enters claims trials
from the dynamic context of the academy, but ‘the law’s approach to history is far
from dynamic’ because it ‘assumes that the past belongs to another realm of time’
that can be separated from the present and understood on its own terms.’14 For
pragmatic reasons, claims commissions and the FAP must adopt a similar operating
assumption. While this may be the case, the courts, claims commissions, and FAP
construct models so they can imagine (create) a past to suit their needs. In this way
their’ view of history is, in fact, a very presentist one. Significantly, the models of the
USICC, the courts, and FAP usually have been/are constructed in reference to extant
jurisprudence and/or legislation rather in consideration of past or current academic
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discourse. On the other hand, ethnohistorical experts who appear for or against
Aboriginal claimants draw their theoretical (interpretive) perspectives mostly from
the latter discourse. This means that claims litigation and FAP processes are
exercises in which aboriginal pasts are filtered through multiple sets of academic and
legal models, or lenses, and Aboriginal and tribal rights are acknowledged (created)
or denied on that basis. Until very recently, Indian, First Nations, and Métis
perspectives had little direct input.

FIGURE 1
INTERPRETIVE PROCESS IN CLAIMS/TRIBAL
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT PROCEEDINGS

ETHNOHISTORICAL
EVIDENCE

Rights/
Status
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THEORETICAL
MODELS

COMMISSION/
LEGAL/FAP TESTS
(MODELS)

ACADEMIC

It is clear that discussions of the theoretical models that shape the evidence
presented in claims proceeding should be a central aspect of expert testimony. In the
1950s, which were the formative years for the USICC, theoretical discussions were an
important feature of the testimony of opposing experts. For example, in the
California Indian Claims (Dockets 31 & 33), opposing anthropological experts
debated the merits of interpreting the state’s Indian past from the culture area
framework, which dominated North American Anthropology during the first half of
the Twentieth Century (and remains an influential perspective), or from the point of
view of the cultural ecological approach, which, in the 1950s, was a relatively new
way of looking as culture/environment relationships.15 Parallel debates took place in
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the Mid-Western claims that came before the Commission.16 My recent experiences
as an expert witness in several claims cases in Canada indicate, however, that too
often such discussions are not a feature of Canadian trials. Rather, most experts
spend their time contesting the details (‘facts’) about the past. As a result, too often
trial judges are not provided with the information they need to appreciate the
intellectual roots of the historical controversies that are brought before them in the
courtroom, nor are they offered explanations of how and why experts identified
certain ‘facts’ and omitted others.17 It is not possible to determine the degree to which
BAR personal take into account contrasting theoretical perspectives when they
interpret historical evidence, because public hearings are not part of the FAP and the
BIA does not provide transcripts of its in-house deliberations.18
A very important issue that Binnie and Reilly did not address is the fact that
the claims processes tend to destabilize knowledge about local Native History. This
is because one or both of the opposing parties (usually Aboriginal People as
petitioners or defendants)19 will undertake new empirical research and/or advance
new interpretive/theoretical models. One important reason for this is that many
Aboriginal groups had not been the focus of scholarly research prior to the time they
filed their claim. Two landmark Canadian cases offer examples. One is the GitxsanWet’suet’en’s land claim registered as Delgamuukw v. Regina (1998) and the other is
the Sault Ste. Marie Métis hunting rights case known as Regina v. Powley (2003).
[Figure 1] The Gitxsan-Wet’suet’en live in the much-studied Northwest Coast
Culture area, but their territory lies inland in the Skeena River basin. Prior to the
1980s, most of the extant ethnographic literature focused on their coastal Tsimshian
neighbors living to the west, whom anthropologists regarded as being more typical
Northwest Coast people, or the Sekani living to the east, who were considered to have
a culture that was characteristic of the Subarctic culture area. Historians of the Métis,
on the other hand, largely had ignored the Sault Ste. Marie community because they
were more interested in the relatives of these people who lived in the prairie region of
Western Canada. Also, they assumed that this community had been assimilated by
the late 19th Century.

20

In this respect, the Sault Ste. Marie Métis found themselves

in a situation that was similar to that of many eastern and southern United States FAP
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applicants, who often have had to challenge popular and scholarly notions that their
ancestors had assimilated to the point that they ceased to exist as an identifiable
people or as a tribe.21

Figure 2: Gitxsan-Wet’suet’en and Sault. Ste. Marie Métis
and Samson Cree homelands on Culture Area Map

GitxsanWet’suet’en
Territory

Sault. Ste.
Marie Métis
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Theory and advocacy
From the above it is clear that when judges, commissioners, or BAR staff
weigh the merits of competing historical interpretations they face a difficult task of
sorting out pure advocacy from opinions that are based on currently accepted
scholarship and/or from data generated by new claims-oriented research. Regardless
of the venue where it unfolds, their challenge is further complicated by the fact that
claims process typically involve having petitioners and their experts present
interpretive theoretical frameworks that address the tests or recognition guidelines
(models) that commissions, courts, or FAP have established in ways that maximize
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the scope and value of the claim being put forward. Conversely, the government and
any interveners who oppose the claimants, advance models that serve to undermine or
limit the scope the claim being advanced and minimize its negative financial and/or
economic implications. As the above discussion suggests, the ethnohistorical experts
who are involved in these exercises usually have a potpourri of theoretical and
methodological approaches to choose from. These include ‘intellectual artifacts’ that
have been left behind by previous generations of scholars as the field of ethnohistory
moved forward. These artifacts exist in the form of unpublished and published work.
Many of the latter have an aura of legitimacy. This is because they had been peerreviewed and carry the stamp of approval (however dated) of scholarly journals
and/or institutions. In other words, it is not uncommon for adjudicators to have to
choose from a range of theoretical models that include outdated (abandoned) outlooks
at one end of the spectrum, through a range of models currently under consideration
in the academy, to cutting-edge constructs that are based on new research. (Figure 2)
At the extreme other end of the spectrum of possible interpretations are those that are
based on pure speculation. This range of opinion was presented in Delgamuukw.22

Figure 3: Range of expert opinion
outdated

advocacy

current

innovative

advocacy

Theoretical/interpretive models
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Although it may be clear which interpretations fall on opposite ends of the
range and are mere advocacy, propositions that fall within the limits of currently
acceptable scholarly discourse are harder to identify because these limits are
continually shifting. For this reason, judges and other claims adjudicators need to
know the intellectual pedigrees of the experts who appear before them and understand
the origins and current academic status of the theories these specialists advance so
that they are properly informed when making their determinations. It is especially
important to indicate how particular frameworks and conceptual categories bias
historical interpretations in ways that are relevant to the issues that are in dispute.
Unfortunately, all too often this is not done. Partly this is because extensive
historiographic discussions, such as the plaintiffs attempted in Victor Buffalo, add
significantly to the length and expense of trials and hearings. This is one of the
reasons why this case cost over $100 through the trial phase. Commonly another
reason for the omission of lengthy historiographic presentations in court is that many
judges have little interest in what they regard simply as ongoing ‘academic debates.’
Perhaps, as Binnie’s comment cited above suggests, this attitude may arise in part
from the judiciary’s perception that these debates are never abandoned or resolved
and, more importantly, the notion that documents are ‘plain on their face’ and facts
exist independently from theoretical frameworks.23
Certainly it is risky for Aboriginal claimants not to address the genealogy of
academic scholarship that is presented in court because traditional interpretations and
outdated notions often have more appeal to judges than do those arising from newer
claims-research. There are two primary reasons. The first is the understandable
suspicion that new interpretations are mere advocacy. This was the case in
Delgamuukw, where the trial judge opted for an interpretation that was based on
older, mostly pre-1970s ethnographic literature. Ironically, it turns out that key
elements of this literature, particularly notions of cultural ecology based on Steward’s
writing, were rooted in research undertaken for the United States Justice Department
in opposition to claims Indian tribes brought before the USICC.24 The second reason
older perspectives have appeal to the courts is that they often suggest less disruptive
remedies. This is because much of the older (pre-1970s) scholarship was rooted in
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evolutionary theories and nation-building narratives that helped legitimate the
colonial dispossession and marginalization that Aboriginal people seek to redress
through their claims. If, for example, evolutionary economic outlooks are abandoned
in favor of alternative perspectives it will be harder to reject Native people’s claims
for commercial harvesting rights. The R. v. Van der Peet (1996) fishing rights
lawsuit involving the Stó:lō of British Columbia is an illustration. One of the several
reasons the trial judge gave for denying full commercial fishing rights to this First
Nation was that anthropological experts, including those who appeared for the
plaintiffs, had testified that the ancestral Stó:lō had a ‘band’ rather than a ‘tribal’
culture. This led the judge to conclude that it was not likely that they had the
capability of engaging in the kind of regular market exchange that was characteristic
of more advanced societies.25
Métis rights cases offer another example. Most of the literature concerning
the history of these people is cast in an evolutionary narrative. From the outset
historians viewed them as a people who combined the ‘primitive hunting and
gathering life-style’ of their aboriginal ancestors with the mercantile era fur trading
economy introduced by their European relatives. Until recently it was commonly
believed that the socio-economic conditions that were conducive to mixed
economies/societies of this sort only existed in limited areas of Canada (the Great
Lakes and Prairie West regions) and for short periods of time (the post-contact
Mercantile era that ended in the late 19th Century).26 This old orthodoxy not only
implies that Métis communities did not form in many areas of Canada, but it also
suggests that most of them would have ceased to exist when the mercantile era
yielded to the industrial age in the late 19th Century. For these reasons, Métis
claimants now face the difficult task of challenging key elements of the academic
historiography about them. This was an important aspect of the Powley trial.
Model-driven research
The different ways that the academy and the courts approach history also
means that scholarly and applied litigation-oriented research differ in significant
ways. In the academy, ideally, scholars continually test their theoretical models of
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aboriginal societies against data they collect in the field or archives. As noted,
however, ethnohistorical expert witnesses and BAR staff are expected to find data
and offer interpretive frameworks that ‘prove’ claimants do, or do not, fit the model
of Aboriginal culture that has been established for the purpose of determining rights,
awarding compensation, or granting tribal recognition. Given that these models are
based on western legal and scholarly notions, Native claimants are put in the very
difficult position of having to assert the aboriginality of their cultures in ways that
resonate with these non-indigenous perspectives. Given that the models used by
commissions, courts, and FAP drive claims research and the presentation of evidence,
it is especially important to consider what these constructs have been/are and think
about the implications that they have had/are having for gathering and interpreting
ethnohistorical data. Because of space limitations, I will focus on three models, those
of USICC, the FAP, and the Supreme Court of Canada.
The USICC model was a product of the 1946 claims commission act and
American case law pertaining to Indians as it existed to the mid-1950s. For claimants
to be successful they had to meet a four-part test. They had to prove that: (1) their
ancestors were members of an ‘identifiable group’ that (2) communally owned a (3)
distinct territory, which (4) they effectively used and occupied to the exclusion of
other groups for (5) for a reasonable length of time prior to having been dispossessed
unfairly or illegally (i.e., without the benefit of an equitable treaty or by conquest).27
A number of anthropologists who agreed to appear as experts in USICC hearing
complained that it was unreasonable to try and shoehorn the highly varied land
tenure/land use schemes of American Indians into this single mold. They had not
choice but to attempt to do so, however. As I have discussed elsewhere, this model,
and the adversarial nature of the proceedings, drove anthropologists into two camps—
one which appeared in support of Indian claims and the other which opposed them.
Table 1 summarizes the arguments and theories each ‘camp’ advanced. Considering
the particular model experts had to address, and the era and dynamics of the USICC
hearings, the arguments the opposing sides advanced are not surprising.28
The USICC model was an artifact of Lockean-based property theory,
American jurisprudence to the 1950s, and the United States Indian Claims
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Commission [USICC] Act of 1946.29 From the outset, its key elements raised
questions about aboriginal political organization and land tenure practices,
particularly the scholarly meanings of such basic terms as band, tribe, and nation, the
problems of identifying autonomous groups in documentary records, and searching
for evidence that establishes or challenges the existence of territorial boundaries.
Ethnohistorians deliberated all of these issues in USICC commission hearings for
almost 30 years. The debate was especially heated in the 1950s, which was the
formative decade when the first cases made their way before the commission. In
1955, Kroeber noted that there were two problems associated with using political
anthropology terminology in claims cases.30 First, anthropologists did not use their
terms with the degree of consistency that the law required. Terminological confusion,
particularly over the meaning and utility of the notion of the tribe continues.31
Second, and more troublesome, he believed the terminology biased the presentation
of evidence before the USICC. Kroeber noted, for instance, that the term ‘band’
implied a nomadic existence and a lower level of socio-political organization than the
‘tribe’. It was for this reason that he coined the term ‘tribelet’ to describe the
autonomous land-owning groups of California. Kroeber noted that latter groups were
smaller in size than tribes.32 He feared that if these groups were designated as bands,
this would predispose the commission to think of the many small and autonomous
land-using groups of pre- and early post-contact California as having been nomadic
and lacking strong notions of territoriality.33
The Mid-Western treaty cases that came before the USICC in the 1950s raised
this and other issues about using anthropological models to organize and present
evidence in claims cases. In the Mid-Western cases it became clear that the most basic
and persistent of all North American anthropological classification schemes, the culture
area approach, filtered information in ways that could affect claims outcomes. In some
culture areas, such as that of the Eastern Woodlands, the assumption was that Indians
were not nomadic, especially those having horticulture, and that they had welldeveloped tenure systems, which included bounded and defended territories. This was
also presumed to be true of the Southeast culture area. The Subarctic, on the other
hand, was regarded as the region of ‘band’ societies; the Plains region was considered
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to have been the domain of nomadic buffalo hunters; and for some anthropologists, the
Great Basin was the region of primitive gatherers, where there was little social/political
organization beyond the family and they lacked notions of ownership. In other words,
the culture area model implied, among other things, that different regions represented
different levels of political development and land tenure regimes.34 So, for example, in
the Iowa Tribe Claim (Docket 138), when government expert Margaret Wedel argued
that her research indicated that the tribal boundaries of the Sac and Fox were fluid,
overlapping and otherwise ill-defined on the eve of treaty-making in the area, Irving
Hallowell objected. He replied that he was surprised to hear this. Hallowell added that
these two tribes: ‘are not considered nomadic primarily because they belong to this
Eastern Woodlands Region or cultural area, in which there are no nomadic tribes.35
In 1978, when the BIA formalized its process for recognizing tribes whose
relationship with the United States had lapsed or never been established, it identified
seven criteria applicants must meet to be successful (Table 2),. The requirement that
petitioners establish links with an ‘American Indian entity,’ which ‘comprises a distinct
community and has existed as a community from historical times’ echoes the USICC’s
model, which had stressed that claimants had to demonstrate that they were descended
from an ‘identifiable group’. Criteria three and five constitute a significant departure
from the USICC model in that they explicitly require petitioners to prove that their
ancestor had acted as an autonomous political unit and that the community continues to
do so. This is an understandable requirement given that the primary purpose of
obtaining acknowledgement as a tribe is to establish a political relationship with the
United States as a sovereign group (domestic dependent nation). In contrast, USICC
emphasized ‘identifiable groups’ as being land-using/land-owning entities without
explicitly specifying that they had to have been political in nature.
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TABLE 1: USICC CLAIMS
Authorities/evidence
cited/opinion

Examples of Cases
where this was
argued

Notions of ownership and tenure systems
were universal.

New literature of human ecology
that suggested all
primates were territorial.

California Dockets
31/33

Groups lived in contiguously bounded
territories.

It was a tradition in North
American anthropology to
map them that way. Linguistic,
tribal, and culture area
mapping practices were offered as
examples.

California Dockets
31/33

Effective use and occupancy of territories
has to be measured in esthetic, spiritual,
and utilitarian [subsistence] terms.

Holistic approach to culture

California Dockets
31/33

Epidemics did not lead to the abandonment
of territory due to
depopulation.

Speculation by A. L. Kroeber

California Dockets
31/33

Migration and warfare did not lead to the
creation of no-man's
lands or to the sharing of territories

Speculation by A. Wallace

Iowa claims (Doc
138)

Proposition/theory
EXPERTS FOR INDIAN CLAIMANTS

EXPERTS FOR JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

Tribal territories often were neither
contiguous nor well-defined.

Emerging literature of cultural
ecology

Effective use and occupancy was defined
solely in utilitarian/subsistence terms.

Emerging literature of cultural
ecology

California Dockets
31/33 and
Great Basin cases

Notions of property were not universal but
appeared only at
certain stages of cultural evolution.

Multilinear evolution/cultural
ecology of Julian Steward
and Marxist perspectives of H.
Hickerson

Great Basin Cases

Notions of property ownership and the
political institutions needed
to sustain them arose among many groups
as a result of contact with Euro-Americans.

Speculation of J. Steward and
conclusion of his based
on interpretation of ethnohistorical
data. Also a research-based
conclusion of H. Hickerson.

Great Basin and
Ojibwa cases

Post-contact trade, war, migration and
epidemics led to the creation of
contested ‘no-man's lands’ and vacant
spaces.

Opinion of H. Hickerson and M.
Wedel based on
ethnohistorical research

Iowa and Ojibwa
cases
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TABLE 2
FAP RECOGNITION GUIDELINES

1

The petitioner has been identified as an American entity on a substantially
continuous basis since 1900.

2

A predominant portion of the petitioning group comprises a distinct community and
has existed as a community from historical times until the present.

3

The petitioner has maintained political influence or authority over its members as
an autonomous entity from historical times until the present.

4

The group must provide a copy of its resent governing documents and membership
criteria.

5

The petitioner’s membership consists of individuals who descend from a historical
Indian tribe or tribes, which combined and functioned as a single autonomous
political entity

6

The membership of the petitioning group is composed principally of persons who
are not members of any acknowledged North American Indian Tribe.

7

Neither the petitioner nor its members are the subject of congressional legislation
that has expressly terminated or forbidden recognition.

In Canada, the Supreme Court began developing a general conception of
aboriginal cultures and history in piecemeal fashion mostly through a series of
landmark decisions beginning in 1990. The key components of relevance to the
present discussion are listed in Table 3. Again, there are striking similarities to the
USICC and FAP models. Petitioners must be descended from an ‘identifiable group’
that lived as an ‘organized’ society, or in the case of the Métis, as a distinct
‘community’. Aboriginal title claimants must establish that they have sustained ties
to their traditional territories, which their ancestors had exclusively used and
occupied.36 Claimants who are asserting aboriginal and treaty rights rather than title
claims must prove that the rights claimed are based practices that derive either from
pre-contact times in the case of First Nations and Inuit people, or from the postcontact-pre-Crown sovereignty era in the case of the Métis. In both instances the
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traditional practices must be proven to be integral (defining) to the claimants’
aboriginal cultures.
These three models are based on a number of fundamental assumptions: (1)
historical groups can be readily identified, (2) these groups lived in clearly definable
(bounded) territories, which they occupied to the near exclusion of their neighbors,
(3) Aboriginal cultures can be meaningfully dissected into identifiable components,
(4) the relative significance of each component for the whole can be clearly
established, (5) the essence of each trait can be discovered, (6) traits or trait
complexes can be ascribed to historical peoples and (7) the persistence or
disappearance (continuity) of any trait or people can be readily determined. All of
these are problematic notions when viewed from the perspective of the
ethnohistorian.
TABLE 3
SUPREME COURT OF CANADA MODEL
1a

Organized
society

First Nations claimant(s) are members of an organized society that has
existed from the time before Europeans arrived. ( R. v. Sparrow 1990)

1b

Historic
community

Metis claimant(s) are members of Metis community that has existed from
the time before the Crown exerted effective sovereignty locally.
Community membership is determined by: [a] self-identification, [b]
community acceptance, and [c] demonstrable historical connection. (R. v.
Powley 2003).

2

Aboriginal
title

to establish a claim to aboriginal title, the aboriginal group … must establish
that it occupied the lands in question at the time at which the Crown asserted
sovereignty…. Physical occupation may be established in a variety of ways,
ranging from the construction of dwellings through cultivation and enclosure
of fields to regular use of definite tracts of land for hunting, fishing or
otherwise exploiting its resources.. (Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, 1997

3a

Defining
cultural traits

Rights are based on traditional practices [originating in the pre-contact era]
that were ‘of central significance to the aboriginal society in question -- one
of the things which made the culture of the society distinctive.’
Furthermore, 'the practice, custom or tradition cannot exist simply as an
incident to another practice, custom or tradition. Incidental practices,
customs and traditions cannot qualify as aboriginal rights through a process
of piggybacking on integral practices, customs and traditions.’ (R. v. Van
der Peet 1996

3b

Defining
cultural traits
(Métis)

The test for Metis practices 'should focus on those practices, customs and
traditions that are integral to the Metis community's distinctive existence and
relationship to the land.' This can be most appropriately done by focusing
on post-contact but 'pre-control' [pre-Crown sovereignty] in a particular
area. (R. v. Powley 2003

4

Modern form
of traditional
practices

Existing traditional practices (rights) are affirmed in a contemporary form
'rather than in their primeval simplicity and vigour'. The notion of 'frozen
rights' must be rejected. (R. v. Sparrow

5a

Continuitytitle claims

At sovereignty, occupation must have been exclusive... The requirement of
exclusive occupancy and the possibility of joint title can be reconciled by
recognizing that joint title can arise from shared exclusivity. (Delgamuukw
v. British Columbia, 1997

5b

Continuityrights claims
(FN & Inuit)

Traditional practices derive from those of the pre-contact era. ( R. v. Sparrow 1990)

5c

Continuity
rights claims
(Métis)

Traditional practices derive from the post-contact-pre-Crown sovereignty era.
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Terminology and evolutionary perspectives
The kinds of issues that arose fifty years ago because of the linkages of
anthropological terminology with evolutionary notions remain a problem. This is
abundantly clear from recent litigation in Canada, as the Van der Peet case cited
above illustrates. It was also an issue in Delgamuukw. It is also likely to surface as a
problem in future Métis cases. The reason for this probability is that most of the
scholarly literature about the Métis is cast in evolutionary perspectives. The common
thesis is that the Métis were a people who had one foot in the primitive world of
hunter/gatherers and the other in the realm of mercantile capitalism, which was
associated with the pre-industrial fur trade. It is widely assumed that Métis
communities did not form where conditions were unfavorable for these worlds to
mesh; it is also commonly supposed that the communities that had crystallized
dissolved in the latter half of the 19th century with the passage of the mercantile age.37
Métis communities pose other very difficult challenges for the courts’
perception of Aboriginal society. Powley established that Métis rights had to be
linked to specific Métis communities, without defining the nature or limits of the
latter or indicating how they might differ from the ‘organized societies’ of First
Nations. Research makes it clear that no Métis’ physical settlements were (are)
sustained solely by the economic activities that took place within their built-up areas
(on-site wage labour, gathering, farming, domestic work, etc.). Rather, community
members engaged in spatially extensive activities, such as collecting, fishing, hunting,
trapping, trading, and transportation work, which complemented those based in the
settlement. The Métis commonly established seasonal out-camps to conduct these
extra-settlement livelihood practices. Consequently, communities were spatially
dispersed genealogical, sociological and economic entities that were anchored at sites
where families maintained households. Frequently these regional communities
overlapped with one another and the territories of the local First Nations.38 In other
words, except for their permanent and seasonal settlements, the Métis did not use and
occupy territories to the exclusion of others. This means, of course, that after the
formation of regional Métis communities, First Nations also did not exclusively use
and occupy their territories.
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Culture element outlook
The problem with viewing aboriginal cultures as collections of elements is
that every aspect of this approach has been the subject of lengthy and, in most cases,
unresolved scholarly debate. For example, the requirement that rights can be derived
only from ‘integral (culturally defining) traditional practices’ implies that Aboriginal
cultures were fundamentally different from those of European newcomers. While this
is no doubt the case, the problem is that, since the birth of their discipline in the 19th
century, anthropologists have held very different opinions about what the nature of
these differences were (are). Leading historians of anthropology have noted that their
field of scholarship initially was conceived of as the study of the ‘primitive.’39 In
other words, ‘native others’ were thought to be culturally less advanced than
Westerners, particularly in terms of their political and economic development.
Although the search for the ‘primitive’ has long ceased to be fashionable, echoes of
the search remain in ethnohistory debates about whether Aboriginal people were
more spiritual and less materialistic than westerners, about whether Aboriginal people
engaged in external exchange primarily for ceremonial/political reasons rather than
for economic gain,40 and about whether all Aboriginal people had well-articulated
land ownership schemes before Europeans arrived.41 These are all ‘hot-button’ issues
in rights litigation.
The supposition that ‘integral’ or culturally defining traditional practices can
be readily separated from other traditions for study and the determination of rights
raises a host of other old issues. Essentially this is because it calls for a return to a
‘culture element’ approach, which was a perspective that held sway during the early
20th century and was a key feature of presentations before the USICC in the 1950s.42
Anthropologists abandoned this outlook long ago, opting instead for more holistic
perspectives that treat cultures as integrated and dynamic systems that amount to
more than the sums of their components. The idea that certain practices can be
defined as being more integral’ or ‘culturally defining’ than others is even more
problematic. This is because scholars have long recognized that the cultural elements
a researcher identifies mostly reflect his/her theoretical dispositions and ideas about
how the ‘native other’ is to be defined and cultures classified. One key area of
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cleavage has been over the issue of whether one should emphasize materialistic
dimensions or ceremonial/spiritual aspects. Experts drew this old debate into the
hearing rooms of the USICC in the United States in the early 1950s and it is still with
us.43 Because early (pre-claims era) anthropology emphasized ceremonial, religious,
and mythical aspects of Aboriginal culture,44 First Nations and tribes often have to
confront the old ethnographical literature when they assert Aboriginal and treaty
commercial hunting and fishing rights.
Another weakness of the old cultural element approach was that definitions of
the scope of trait was arbitrary and depended on whether the researcher was a
‘splitter’ or a ‘lumper.’ For example, should salmon fishing be regarded as a trait or
included as a component of the trait of fishing? Issues of this type now are the subject
of litigation under the regime that the Supreme Court of Canada has established.
Regina v. Powley is a good example. At the trial of this case I was aggressively
cross-examined on the question of whether Métis hunting rights should be determined
on a species by species basis (the Crown’s position) or defined more broadly as an
aspect of the right to make a livelihood off of the land (my position). Undoubtedly,
the most controversial aspect of defining the scope of Aboriginal livelihood practices
concerns the question of whether these customs included a commercial component.
This is often an issue in treaty rights claims. I addressed this question in the first
claims case in which I was involved. This was the Treaty 8 hunting rights case of
Horseman v. Regina (1990). I argued that commercial and subsistence practices were
inseparable in 1899–1900 when the Northern Alberta Cree signed the treaty. 45 I cited
the example of beaver, which was the staple commodity of the Pre-confederation fur
trade. Aboriginal people ate the meat, used and sold castorum, and used and sold the
pelt. With the proceeds they purchased their hunting and trapping outfits.46 Similar
questions arise with respect to West Coast fishing rights cases.47
In my opinion, Métis claimants pose particular challenges for the ‘integral
trait’ approach to rights determination. This is because, as the court acknowledged in
Van der Peet, Métis communities emerged after contact as a consequence of the
melding together of Euro-Canadian and local Aboriginal cultural traditions. This
raises a fundamental question: Can there be any integral cultural practices (perhaps
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the Mitchif language for some groups) that define these peoples (are unique to them),
or does their cultural distinctiveness arise from the way they combine these dual
traditions? In the economic sphere, for instance, most historic Métis communities had
mixed economies that combined making a livelihood off of the land through hunting,
fishing, trapping and collecting for commercial and subsistence purposes, with
permanent and/or seasonal wage labor, small-scale farming for commercial and
subsistence purposes, and various types of entrepreneurial activities, most notably fur
trading and operating various sorts of transportation services. They were
opportunistic economies, which meant that the relative importance of each of these
sectors to the whole, and of subsistence to commercially-oriented activities, varied
regionally according to local ecological circumstances and temporally in reaction to
fish and wildlife population cycles and local markets. This means one cannot
determine whether a practice was integral based on a single snapshot in time, or even
several of them.
Documenting Continuity
USICC proceedings, the Canadian courts, and FAP applications all have
raised issues about the historical continuity of tribes, communities, and/or cultural
practices. The arises from the notion in law that aboriginal rights are grounded in
pre-sovereignty/pre-Crown polity or society and continue in force until expressly
extinguished by actions of colonial or post-colonial states. This notion has had/has
important implications for ethnohistorical experts who gather evidence for petitioners
and defendants in claims. As noted above, petitioners before the USICC had to
demonstrate that their ancestors had used and occupied their traditional lands for a
‘reasonable length of time’ before they had been dispossessed. The FAP, on the other
hand, expects petitioners to prove they are a distinct community that has existed from
historical times until the present. It further expects these applicants to establish that
they have exerted political influence or authority over their members as an
autonomous entity from historic times until the present (Table 2). Canadian courts,
on the other hand, oblige First Nations claimants to demonstrate that they have
occupied their territories and engaged in cultural practices there since pre-contact
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times. The Métis must trace their communities’ roots and cultural practices back to
the post-contact-pre-Crown sovereignty era.
The requirements that applicants meet these various continuity tests raise a
number of critical issues. One relates to that fact that some claimants are much more
fortunate than others in terms of having suitably detailed and complete records to
consult. Partly this is because of the fundamental fact that contact unfolded over
differing lengths of time in North America. For example, contact on the east coast of
North America began almost 400 years before it began in the Pacific North West and
in British Columbia and 500 years ahead of when it began on the Canadian Central
Arctic coast. This basic historical fact has a number of serious implications for the
tasks eastern American and Canadian groups face when documenting their continuity.
The farther back in time a group must reach to its pre- and early-post-contact past, the
more likely there will be significant gaps in the oral, documentary, and other records
that arise from the longer exposure to displacement and assimilation pressures and the
accidental or deliberate destruction of documents.48
At the local level, the differential intensity of Aboriginal-non-aboriginal
interaction can have a strong impact on the production of documentary records. In
Canada, for instance, many Aboriginal and treaty rights cases concern economic
rights, especially the right to make a livelihood off of the land through commercial
and subsistence fishing, hunting, and trapping. Canada’s colonial past, especially its
fur trading past, means that the most important sets of documentary records for most
of these claims are those of the fur trading companies, especially the archives of the
Hudson’s Bay Company. The latter archival records, which span more than 3,000
linear meters of shelf-space, are the critical documentary sources for the bulk of
Aboriginal claims throughout the Canadian North, the Prairies, and portions of British
Columbia. The company’s posts, and those of its rivals, were, in effect, EuroCanadian observation stations. Their location and position on lake shores and
riverbanks of fur trading transportation networks strongly determined the size and
quality of the documentary record that traders generated. District headquarters,
transportation junction points, and major trading posts often produced vast records.
York Factory on western Hudson Bay is a striking example. Records for this post
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number in the thousands of volumes spanning the period from the 1680 to the 1950s.
The First Nations and Métis communities that developed adjacent to major trading
and transportation operations therefore have better prospects of collecting the
documentary information they need for their claims than do those Aboriginal people
who lived near small outposts on the extremities of the trading networks. For these
more remote communities, oral histories likely will be the prominent, perhaps sole,
line of evidence.
The Powley case serves to illustrate these kinds of evidentiary problems. As I
have noted, game hunting practices were a key issue at trial. The problem we faced
was that there are very few documentary records that describe the economy of the
community’s hinterland. Primarily this was because Sault Ste. Marie lay on the
major fur trading route that connected the Canadian Northwest with the St. Lawrence
valley. This meant that most visitors arrived during the summer by canoe and boat.
Consequently, they did not witness inland life during the autumn, winter and spring
where and when hunting and trapping took place. Also, Sault Ste. Marie primarily
served as a transportation center. As a result, it produced fewer records pertaining to
hunting and trapping than most Hudson’s Bay Company posts generate. Finally, the
few trading establishments that were located inland from Sault Ste. Marie were small
outposts that were located on the northern extremity of its hinterland. They produced
a broken and very limited documentary record.
While most Aboriginal people have experienced discrimination and forced
acculturation, their suffering has not been uniform. Those who have born the brunt of
particularly blatant and aggressive discrimination face the greatest difficulties in
documenting their historical and cultural continuity. One of the most glaring
examples of this problem concerns the Chickahominay of Charles City, Virginia.
These people faced an impossible barrier because the director of the Bureau of Vital
Statistics for the state of Virginia systematically expunged all references to Indians
during the thirty-four year period from 1912 to 1946.

49

His actions were reinforced

by the state’s Racial Integrity Act of 1924 ( which remained in effect until 1967) and
the eugenics movement, which was endorsed by leading state universities. The 1924
law forced people to be registered at birth as being either ‘white or colored’. This had
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the effect of erasing the Chickahominay’s ancestors from official state records during
this lengthy period. Consequently, they could not prove their historical continuity for
the FAP purposes. This forced the Chickahominay to seek recognition through a
special act of Congress.
As with the Chickahominay, discrimination created major problems for the
Métis in their efforts to document their past as became clear in the Powley case. The
problem was that after the 1870 and 1885 Métis uprisings in Western Canada, Métis
communities in Ontario suffered from growing intolerance toward them. Also,
provincial game laws made no allowance for their Aboriginal background even
though provisions were made for their First Nations relatives. This forced the Sault
Ste. Marie Métis to develop an underground hunting and fishing economy in the late
19th century. Because they operated out of sight of government officials, the latter
left hardly any records that the present-day Métis can use to make a continuity claim
for the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Tribal recognition and Métis rights also raise difficult and interrelated
questions arise about the how we conceptualize historical ‘communities’ or ‘tribes,’
the importance of genealogical evidence, and racism. The 1978 FAP guideline also
raised these issues by requiring that tribal petitioners demonstrate that their
membership consists principally of individuals who descend from a historical Indian
tribe or tribes. As American Indian rights advocate and lawyer Arlinda Locklear
observed in her testimony before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs [SCIA],
this has posed two problems – proving the continuing existence of the community and
establishing its linkage to a historic tribe. The 1978 guidelines did not specify
precisely what proof of ‘descent’ would be needed to show a tribal community
continued to exist. Accordingly, in 1994 the BIA refined the FAP guidelines
somewhat by stating that a marrying-in rate of 50 percent would serve as automatic
confirmation of an existing community. The problem was that no minimum standard
was established. As a result, widely varying rates have been applied leading to
charges that determinations are arbitrary.50 More relevant to the discussion of
evidentiary problems being discussed here, Locklear objected that individuals have
not been able to prove their descent from relevant historical tribes through the family
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names that are associated with them. Instead, ‘members must show a genealogical
connection...’51 According to Locklear, this is an unreasonable requirement because
complete documentation of this type extending back to the time of sustained contact
with Euro-American rarely exists.52 She observed that many of the tribes that already
have federal recognition could not meet this test.
When the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that Métis individuals claiming
aboriginal rights had to prove their connections to historical communities, it too
raised all of these issues, albeit the different colonial history of Canada makes it
somewhat easier for Métis to trace their genealogies.53 The high court apparently was
aware that this requirement could take on racial overtones given its proviso that: ‘We
would not require a minimum "blood quantum", but we would require some proof
that the claimant's ancestors belonged to the historic Métis community by birth,
adoption, or other means.’54 Although the court specifically ruled out ‘blood
quantum’ measures for defining ‘Métisness’ or for proving the continued existence of
a Métis community, it will be difficult to avoid falling into the ‘blood quantum’ trap.
Both FAP and Canadian court rulings raise the issue about the fluidity of
membership in historical Aboriginal communities or tribes. The historical reality is
that communities often persisted in spite of considerable inward and outward
migration of their members. Some northern plains tribes [bands], for example,
comprised individuals from various Aboriginal backgrounds. 55 One of the reasons
for this was that inter-group marriages were one of the ways that Native People
established and sustained economic and military alliances. It was also a way that the
Métis extended their networks into new areas. This historical reality casts further
doubts on the validity of using marrying-in rates or similar measures to gauge
community persistence.56
The ‘doctrine of continuity’ also raises important questions about the ways we
think about culture change and the native ‘other.’ In Canada, the Supreme Court
intended that the notion would, in part, quash the wrongheaded legal theory that
Aboriginal rights could only be derived from ‘traditional practices’ that had survived
in their pure (pre-contact) form (the so-called ‘frozen rights doctrine’).57 As noted,
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the court recognized that certain present-day Aboriginal practices are the modern
manifestations of ancient customs. In my opinion, the continuity notion remains
highly problematic, nonetheless, because it still conceptualizes the issue of rights
determination in non-western/western cultural terms. This leaves claimants
vulnerable to having the courts conclude that their aboriginality has been washed
away by the ‘tides of history,’ to borrow a phrase from the High Court of Australia.58
Framed in this way, the search for evidence of cultural continuity also leads claims
researchers and the courts back to all of the old disagreements about defining the
Aboriginal ‘other’ as discussed above, and it engages other long-standing
ethnohistorical debates about how to study culture change in post-contact Aboriginal
societies. In particular, it raises two related questions that have engaged scholars for
many years. Did the key catalysts for change originate inside or outside of native
cultures? Were changes superficial or fundamental?59 There are extensive literatures
that debate these broad topics from the perspectives of continuity and change,
acculturation, assimilation, diffusion, authenticity versus the invention of tradition,
migration, and the role of native agency. All of these approaches have been and
remain the subject of divided opinions.
Periodization
The continuity doctrine engages another ongoing controversy about how
Aboriginal history should be periodized. It is a crucial question because chronologies
are based on key Western notions about Native history. For many years it was
common practice for scholars to divide their chronologies into three basic units: the
Prehistoric, the Protohistoric, and the Historic periods (Figure 3). This scheme was
derived from archaeology and was intended to reflect two primary considerations –
(1) the intensity of Native-European contact and the disruptions that resulted from it
and (2) the absence or presence of documentary sources that can be used to facilitate
the study of those processes. The basic premise, of course, was that aboriginal
cultures had been largely static before European contact. For most Aboriginal people,
contact influences initially came indirectly (the Protohistoric Period), primarily as a
consequence of the diffusion of European goods through intertribal trade and
demographic changes caused by epidemics, migration, and inter-group warfare.
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European knowledge and writing about these events was based on second-hand
reports (hearsay) the newcomers received from their native allies and trading partners.
The Historic Period supposedly marks the time when the rate of culture change
accelerated following the arrival of Europeans. This is also the time these newcomers
begin writing eyewitness accounts of their interactions with Aboriginal people.60

Figure 3
CHRONOLOGICAL SCHEMES, CONTINUITY AND
THE ‘TIDES OF HISTORY’’
ACADEMIC SCHEMES

LEGAL SCHEMES

DIRECT HISTORICAL APPROACH:
READING THE RECORD

HISTORIC
PRE-HISTORIC
Documentary
eyewitness

CONTACT
Documentary
eyewitness

SOVEREIGNTY/TREATY
SIGNING DATE
PROTO-SOVEREIGNTY

PROTO-HISTORIC
Documentary hearsay

PROTO-CONTACT
Documentary hearsay

PRE-HISTORIC
No documentary
record

PRE-CONTACT
No documentary
record

Métis communities emerge.
Practices
develop
that will be
EFFECTIVE
CONTACT
eligible
for
treaty
protection.
Native People begin acquiring
non-aboriginal traits that are
ineligible for legal protection
CONTINUITY OF CULTURE
READING THE RECORD

North American Native people have long objected to this framework primarily
for two reasons. First, it suggests that they were without history (their cultures were
static) before Europeans arrived.61 Second, it is a Eurocentric perception of their
history that does not take into account varied aboriginal historical traditions. As a
partial concession to their objections, it has become a common practice in recent
years to use the terms Pre-Contact, Proto-Contact and Contact (Figure 3), but
obviously this modification does not address Aboriginal concerns in a fundamental
way.62
The problem of developing appropriate chronological frameworks is
complicated further by the fact that ethnohistorical experts must relate their
chronologies to those that the courts are developing. In litigation, the rarefied dates
that researchers must consider are the times when ‘contact,’ ‘effective sovereignty’
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and or treaty signing took place. The courts regard contact as the benchmark time
(hereinafter I will refer to it as ‘effective contact’) when interaction with Europeans
led Native People to ‘borrow’ practices from the newcomers that are not eligible for
protection as Aboriginal rights. As the above discussion makes clear, determining the
date of ‘effective contact’ for many areas of Canada and the United States is not a
simple task because it cannot be treated as a singular event that impacted all spheres
of an Aboriginal culture equally. Courts do not consider the fact that a given
Aboriginal people might have experienced effective contact at various times
depending on the sphere of culture. The date when effective sovereignty (American,
Canadian, or European) was established locally is equally difficult to determine. This
is especially true if the courts make an honest effort to accommodate Aboriginal
perspectives.
An additional complication ethnohistorical experts face when orienting their
research to the law’s periodization scheme is that the dates of effective contact and
Crown sovereignty often are among the findings of ‘fact’ that the court must make
based on the evidence presented at trial. This means that ethnohistorical experts often
are asked to simultaneously present data to assist the court in making its
determinations about when these events happened, while providing it with a snapshot
of a claimant group’s ancestral culture that is temporally broad enough in scope to
bracket the datelines the court may select. In Delgamuukw, for example, at trial it
was uncertain how long after the arrival of Russian fur traders in Alaska (late 18th
century) and Captain James Cook on Vancouver Island (1778) that culturetransforming contact began. At the time of the trial it also was unknown when the
Crown established effective sovereignty in Gitxsan-Wet’suet’en territory.63 In
Powley we faced similar difficulties. We argued that Métis communities began
forming in the upper Great Lakes area sometime after the establishment of the earliest
French trading posts in the area in the late 16th century; we also posited that effective
British sovereignty probably was established after the merger of the Hudson’s Bay
Company and the North West company in 1821,64 and certainly with the signing of
the Robinson treaties in 1850. In Métis cases, the date of effective sovereignty is
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especially critical because local communities must have been established before that
date for them to have a valid claim.
At trial in Victor Buffalo, the possible dates for the commencement of
effective contact for the Plains Cree ancestors of the Samson Cree plaintiffs experts
advanced ranged from mid-17th century to the late 18th century. Remarkably, Justice
Teitelbaum selected 1670, the year the Hudson’s Bay Company was founded, as the
date. In creating this ‘fact’ for the purposes of the law, the trial judge stated: ‘of
course I do not presume that the practices, customs and traditions of the Cree changed
immediately at this point. However, this date marks the beginning of a cultural
transformation which saw the Cree become immersed in the fur European fur trade
upon the arrival of the Hudson’s Bay Company and the establishment of their post at
York Factory.’ 65 By picking this date, which actually pre-dates the establishment of
this post on the western shores of Hudson Bay by twelve years,66 the judge placed the
commencement of substantial changes to Plains Cree life that resulted from the fur
trade at least one hundred years before sustained face-to-face interaction began
locally. In my opinion there is no convincing evidence that supports this
conclusion.67
The reason why the selection of the date for effective, or transformational,
contact was so crucial in Victor Buffalo was that it related to a fundamental question
at trial about whether it is likely that the ancestors of the Samson Cree had become
familiar enough with western practices and modes of thinking to fully understand the
Euro-Canadian legal language and concepts that were contained in Treaty 6 (1876).
This is the kind of issue ethnohistorical researchers have long debated. That is, when
Aboriginal People adopt many of the material dimensions of European culture, and
engage in hybridized ceremonies with the newcomers, such as the gift-exchange
ceremony, can we assume that they had made parallel changes in the ideological and
intellectual spheres of their culture? Scholarly opinions remain divided on this issue
partly because they go to the heart of definitions of the ‘native other’. By deciding
that Plains Cree culture had undergone major transformations two hundred years
before treaty-signing as a consequence of the European fur trade, Justice Teitelbaum
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warranted his assumption that the Cree who signed the treaty would have understood
its terms as they had been explained (translated) at the time.
This case and the above discussion highlight the problems of meshing the
chronological schemes of the academy, which treat post-contact culture change as an
ongoing and cumulative process, which is only divisible into loosely defined periods,
with those of the court, which imagines the process as being a series of singular and
transformative events that led Indigenous people to acquire exotic cultural elements
that are not eligible for legal protection and/or had learned to understand the
newcomers, if not think like them.
Oral evidence
I noted at the outset that ethnohistorical evidence is highly varied. My
discussion has mostly focused on issues pertaining to documentary records. This
discussion also serves, however, to raise the issue of Aboriginal oral history/evidence.
This line of evidence is essential primarily for two reasons. First, it provides crucial
indigenous perspectives. Second, when there are substantial breaks in other lines of
evidence, this type of history may enable claimants to breach those gaps.
Oral evidence always has been essential to claims adjudication and litigation,
albeit, until the past few decades it mostly has entered the proceedings indirectly in
the form of ethnographies that were based on ethnographic field work undertaken in
the pre-claims era and for other purposes, mostly to address academic interests. The
native voice was highly filtered in this work. Furthermore, until recently, native oral
evidence mostly was interpreted by anthropologists. Speaking of her experience as
an expert in USICC hearings in the 1950s, for example, anthropologist Nancy Lurie
observed that the she and her colleagues served as surrogate Indians. This was
because the lawyers and commissioners found that anthropologists answered their
questions more directly and appropriately than native Elders did.68
Although academic experts still play major roles in claims hearings, litigation,
and FAP proceedings, it is also widely recognized that Aboriginal people must be
allowed to present their oral histories directly. In Canada, for example, as the
Supreme Court developed the tests petitioners must meet to establish their claims, the
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issues of evidence inevitably arose. It came to the fore in the landmark Delgamuukw
trial and the appeals that followed. At trial, the plaintiffs departed from Canadian
tradition by leading off with testimony from the elders (expert witnesses), which took
a substantial amount of the court’s time. They presented their evidence in their
languages, through song, and in art. When they completed their presentations, the
academic expert witnesses, (myself among them) made their presentations. The
Gitxsan-Wet’suet’en were not successful at trial, however, largely because the judge
paid little regard to the elders’ testimony. They appealed. When their case reached
the Supreme Court of Canada, it faulted the trial judge for not giving proper weight to
Gitxsan-Wet’suet’en oral history testimony. The problem with the Supreme Court’s
judgment, however, was that did not take into account the practical problems this line
of evidence poses in litigation, apart from the fact that it requires a substantial
relaxation of the hearsay evidence rule. A key difficulty is that the veracity of this
line of evidence is hotly disputed by parties to litigation. One reason is that it often
juxtaposes Native views of their histories [insiders’ perspectives], which I have often
found are revisionist, against those of outsiders. In treaty rights cases, as happened in
Victor Buffalo, these revisionist views of history challenge an older historiography
about treaties that uncritically portrayed the government and its agents as acting
largely in the best interests of the Aboriginal people.69 Put simply, the older literature
upheld the honor of the Crown, and the First Nations’ oral histories often challenge it.
There is also a practical reason why oral history evidence has become so
contentious. Opposing sides in rights litigation do not have equal access to oral
history informants before going to trial. Given the adversarial nature of the process, it
is not surprising that in Canada Aboriginal claimants are not willing to let the Crown
undertake research in their communities if it will be used against them in court. This
means that the Crown normally is not able to review this evidence until Aboriginal
claimants have filed their reports or their elders and experts have testified in court.
This heightens the adversarial aspect of the process because the Crown is limited to
questioning the veracity of the oral evidence. The problem is, as Steward noted in the
1950s, elders and the field ethnologists whom Aboriginal claimants retain as their
experts, are, to a considerable extent, the evidence.
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difficult to depersonalize the cross-examination of these experts in court. The
inability of the Crown to undertake its own pre-trial oral history research also forces
its experts to rely heavily on published ethnographic studies to develop counterinterpretations. As discussed above, all too often this literature is based on fieldwork
that was undertaken long ago, for different purposes, and it was directed by and/or
filtered through Eurocentric (colonial/evolutionary) interpretive frameworks.
In Canada these problems have meant that battles about the weight that should
be given to oral history vis-à-vis other lines of evidence have been an ever more
central feature of claims cases in the post-Delgamuukw era. Perhaps the best two
recent examples are the Regina v. Benoit (2003) and Victor Buffalo.71 In the former
case, the trial judge gave considerable weight to the plaintiff’s oral evidence, but he
was faulted for doing so on appeal.72 In Victor Buffalo, on the other hand, the trial
judge gave little weight to this line of evidence because he concluded that the Cree
lacked a systematic way of establishing the veracity of their oral histories.73
Ironically, he held up the Gitxsan-Wet’suet’en as having the kind of formalized
procedure for evaluating their oral traditions that are acceptable to the courts.74 I
believe that the foregoing discussion makes it clear that unless these setbacks are
overcome and the oral history evidence of Aboriginal people given significant weight,
native communities/tribes will not be able to marshal the historical evidence they
need to succeed in litigation, acknowledgement applications, or other claims forums,
when continuity is a key dimension of their petitions.
Conclusion
The rights and acknowledgement tests established by the USICC, the FAP,
and the courts were and are, of necessity, intended for universal application. The
foregoing discussion has emphasized, however, that the nature of ethnohistorical
evidence makes it very difficult to apply them in a timely and uniform manner. This
is because the highly diverse cultures and historical experiences of North American
Native groups have produced ethnohistorical records that very considerably from
place to place in terms of comprehensiveness and continuity. Furthermore, the
plethoras of theoretical frameworks scholars have used to filter these diverse sources
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have compounded interpretation problems. In recent years, concerted efforts to
accommodate Aboriginal perspectives have added to these difficulties. All of these
factors add to the uncertainty about the likely outcome of any petition or trial.
The claims process, whether it took place before the USICC or unfolded/is
unfolding through the courts or the FAP, compounds this difficulty and tends to make
the process ever more time consuming. This is because claims processes generally
accentuate the alternative possibilities for historical explanation by engaging parties
who support and oppose petitions. To advance their respective positions, opposing
sides emphasize supporting evidence and theoretical frameworks. This practice is
most pronounced in litigation, of course, where the adversarial nature of the
proceedings, especially at the cross-examination stage, tends to polarize the
ethnohistorical experts. In theory, the FAP should avoid this problem given that BAR
operates essentially like an inquisitorial body. In reality, however, its process does
not seek to gain a consensus about historical interpretation advanced by competing
interest groups that could lead to a determination that all parties would find
acceptable. Rather, FAP allows differences to be expressed in stages and it acts as
the final arbiter. The problem with this arrangement is that opposing sides are not
able to challenge each other or the BAR staff directly.
The Waitangi Tribunal of New Zealand is sometimes held up as an example
of a possible solution to these problems. Space precludes a lengthy discussion of its
operations. For the present purposes it is sufficient to note that this institution, which
was developed partly in response to the USICC experiment and the problems of
litigation, blends the practices of the court with those of an inquisitorial tribunal.
Parties to claims file briefs and submit evidence. The tribunal also undertakes its own
research. It holds public hearings in the claimants’ communities, during which time
opposing sides can cross-examine those who appear to testify, albeit hostile
challenges are discouraged. When the hearings are concluded, the tribunal, which
includes members from the Maori and non-Maori communities, makes its
determinations and recommendations. Although the Waitangi Tribunal certainly
seems appealing, it too is the subject of mounting controversy in New Zealand.
Critics fault it for many of the same problems that bedeviled the USICC and continue
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to plague court proceedings and the FAP.75 In addition, the Waitangi Tribunal’s
detractors charge it with ‘fracturing’ the nation’s history as it rewrites it to
accommodate Maori perspectives. So, in the end, perhaps a less radical solution
might solve some of the problems discussed above.
As early as 1955, the badly divided group of American anthropologists who
were engaged in the USICC process gathered in Bloomington Indiana to discuss their
differences. Some of them proposed that the USICC should hold informal prehearing meetings of the experts involved in particular cases for the purpose of
identifying and explaining the areas where they were in agreement and disagreement.
This was never done. I believe the idea still has merit and is in keeping with the
notion that the experts are ‘friends of the court,’ who are there to educate it. I think
that it would also be useful in such pre-hearing meetings, especially in litigation, for
the experts from both sides to come to an agreement about what evidence is relevant
to the case at hand. In Canada, at present, there is a tendency for both sides to
introduce massive amounts of evidence, much of which is only marginally relevant,
to be sure that nothing is missed. Also, some material is not submitted in advance,
but rather, is brought in at the last moment at the cross-examination phase in an effort
to trip-up a witness. While this may be a cleaver and effective trial strategy, it does
not permit the thoughtful reflection about the evidence that is introduced by this
means. It is these practices that often lead to drawn out trials and in which judges are
overwhelmed with an avalanche of evidence, much of which does not appear to
inform their judgments, and .76 Although suggesting pre-trial or pre-hearing
gatherings of opposing experts is not a new idea, or represent a radical change, it may
be a workable one nonetheless.
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The latter issue, of course, also engaged the debate about how the native other was to be
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